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         The FLUTE SAVER:  

        A Remarkable Breakthrough in Shakuhachi Care 
      
    



  The FLUTE SAVER is an innovative new approach in caring for your shakuhachi or any other wooden flute. It incorporates a two-way moisture control system that  maintains a constant  relative humidity (RH) level  optimum  for musical instruments. Best of all, it does so automatically without   guess work or  adjustments based on climate, temperature, season or geographical location. There is absolutely no maintenance  or intervention required.

  Unlike the Dampit or other fill-type humidifiers, water never has to be added. When stored in a sealed environment the FLUTE SAVER guarantees that your shakuhachi will experience virtually no fluctuations in relative humidity that can damage the instrument. It's as easy as placing a single control system packet inside any sealed enclosure in which your flute will fit. That's all there is to it.

  The new improved design of the FLUTE SAVER KIT now includes a digital temperature/humidity meter and 3 ft. long wired probe. The probe can be placed conveniently outside the storage enclosure allowing you to keep an eye on the ambient environment in which your flute is stored. Monitoring in the way will also tell you  when it is time to put in a new packet as it logs the maximum and minimum RH recorded inside. The control packets are designed to last from two to four months before having to be replaced.

  During the course of its life, a shakuhachi, transverse bamboo  flute, or woodwind instrument will spend far more time in storage than actually being played. In the vast majority of cases,  cracking  occurs during this period of respite. Since the physical space required for storage barely exceeds the size of the flute itself, temperature and relative humidity inside this environment can be effectively controlled and monitored automatically with the use of the FLUTE SAVER. This virtually eliminates the possibility of cracking during the time when an instrument is most vulnerable.  

  PROTECTION FOR YOUR FLUTE AT HOME OR ON THE ROAD 

  The FLUTE SAVER KIT with PROBE is a versatile storage system equally effective at home or when traveling. It can be used in any sealed enclosure, a hard-shell carrying case, or  inside a vapor barrier flute bag.  It allows you to store and monitor your instrument safely in any circumstance or environment. This  guarantees that your shakuhachi or wooden flute will experience no fluctuations beyond optimum for musical instruments (40-60% RH) when stored or transported—most of its life other when being played.  
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  FLUTE SAVER KIT & COMPONENTS 



  	Model 
        # 	Description
	AC-10a	NEW IMPROVED DESIGN

         FLUTE SAVER KIT with 3 Ft. WIRED PROBE

          Designed to be used in tandem with the  a hard-shell carrying case,  flute bag with vapor barrier, or any sealed enclosure. Suitable for all sizes of shakuhachi or wooden flutes. 

      The Kit includes a Flute Saver Packet, Packet Holder, and Relative Humidity/Temperature Digital Gauge.

	AC-10c/d	FLUTE SAVER REPLACEMENT PACKET

      Packets will last 2 to 4 months before replacement is required.

      Package of one or three. 
	AC-10e	FLUTE SAVER  PACKET HOLDER
	AC-10f	RELATIVE HUMIDITY / TEMPERATURE DIGITAL GAUGE

        This digital monitor was selected as the top choice after testing several other hygrometers.

        It ranked number one in accuracy, range, screen clarity, visibility, and size, data logging, the ability and ease to change temperature setting from Fahrenheit to Centigrade, and convenience of a single-wire probe.
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        Humidity

          Measuring Range: 10% to 99% RH (Relative Humidity)

          Resolution: 1% 

          Accuracy, Humidity: +/- 5%

          Updating Time: 10 seconds

          Temperature

          Measuring Range: 0 to 50°C / 32°-122°F 

          Resolution: .01°

          Accuracy: +/-1 C/F

        Change from Centigrade to Fahrenheit reading at the touch of a button

        Records log of Maximum and Minimum reading
         

          Probe

          Relative Humidity & Temperature sensors in a single wired unit

          Wire Length: 915 mm. / 36"

          Battery

          1.5V LR1130

          SIZE

           88.0 mm. X 48.5 mm. X 11.5 mm.

          3 1/2" X 2" X 1/2"

          

        

	AC-1a-h	SHAKUHACHI FLUTE BAGS

      In sizes ranging from 1.3' to 2.0'. 
      
	AC-2a-h	SHAKUHACHI FLUTE CARRYING CASES 

       Multiple sizes and styles.
	AC-10k	CLEAR ACRYLIC ENCLOSURE with END CAPS

      Custom sized to fit your flute. Modified to accept Probe.


  

  If you would like to learn more about the FLUTE SAVER, issues related to shakuhachi care and  extensive information on bamboo crack prevention, go to these links.

  
  	The FLUTE SAVER: A Long-Awaited Breakthrough in Shakuhachi Care

	FLUTE SAVER Field Test Results
	FLUTE SAVER Instructions for Set Up & Use
	FLUTE SAVER Reviews
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